The Fulbright UK Summer Institute Programmes offer students a fantastic opportunity to be immersed in the study of British academics and culture. Students will take part in research, collaboration, presentation, and cultural events at an esteemed British university. They will enhance their leadership skills, develop knowledge and understanding of new subjects, and become ambassadors for the United Kingdom and the United States.

Students from all areas of study are encouraged to apply. Some Summer Institute will cover a different theme such as acting at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, the history of the slave trade in England, or the political, social, and economic relationships of Northern Ireland. Institutes include:

- AIFS Summer Institute at Shakespeare’s Globe
- Durham University Summer Institute
- University of Bristol Summer Institute
- University of Exeter Summer Institute
- SOAS, University of London Summer Institute
- University of Sussex Summer Institute (New)
- University of Westminster Summer Institute (New)
- Queen’s University Belfast Summer Institute
- Scotland Summer Institute: Identity, Society and the New Enlightenment
- Scotland Summer Institute: Technology, Innovation, and Creativity

To meet the minimum eligibility, applicants must be a US citizen and possess a US passport; be at least 18 years old; have a high level of academic achievement with a minimum GPA of 3.7 (confirmed by academic marks, awards and references); applicants should currently be a Freshman or Sophomore in college/university; and be mature, responsible, independent, and open-minded.

The Awards will cover the majority of all costs incurred, including flights to and from the UK, university fees, and room and board at the host UK University.

Deadlines for 2017 are: 23 February or 26 February, 2017 – depending on the Institute. Each Program also varies in duration, from three or four weeks. Please see Dean Forrestal for application assistance.

Summer Research Opportunities at Oak Ridge National Lab

Apply NOW to the Nuclear Engineering Science Laboratory Synthesis Programs (NESLS) Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tenn. (ORNL) – Summer 2017

Must apply at https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/2649 by February 28, 2017 for Summer term


Stipend based on academic status – range from $529/week to $935/week for full-time; pro-rated for part-time; Travel/Housing assistance (if eligible)

Minimum GPA - 3.0/4.0

Open to U.S. Citizens, Legal Permanent Residents (LPR) and Eligible International Citizenship

Visit http://www.orau.org/ornl or contact ORNL Education Programs at ornledu@orau.org for more information!
Mickey Leland Energy Fellowship
https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/2551

The Mickey Leland Energy Fellowship (MLEF) Program provides college students with an opportunity to gain and develop research skills with the Department of Energy's Office of Fossil Energy for 10 weeks over the summer. For 20 years, this program has increased awareness of DOE research opportunities to students pursuing STEM degrees (short for science, technology, engineering and math). The goal of the program is to improve opportunities for women and minority students in these fields, however all eligible candidates are encouraged to apply.

Selected candidates will train under the mentorship of program officials and scientists on focused research projects consistent with the mission of the Office of Fossil Energy. During the 10 weeks, Fellows will receive a stipend and some students may be eligible to receive housing and travel allowance for the duration of the program.

At the conclusion of the program, Fellows are required to attend a "Technical Forum" where they will present their research findings and tour a technical site located nearby.

Eligibility
Undergraduates
Graduate Students
Post-Master's
Post-Associate's

Application Deadline: 12/30/16

NSF REUs

Artificial Intelligence and Text Analysis
The Siena College Institute for Artificial Intelligence (SCIAI) will again be offering its Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the summer of 2016. Research projects are in the field of Computational Linguistics (CL) and have many exciting applications: Social Media, Environmental Concerns, Terrorism Studies, Medical Information Retrieval and more. The program is tentatively set to start June 1st and run for 10 weeks.

Deadline: Feb 1, 2017
Location: Siena College, Loudonville, NY

Physics at Indiana University
Our program provides research experience in experimental and theoretical biophysics, condensed matter physics, high energy physics, nuclear physics, accelerator and medical physics, and nuclear chemistry. Undergraduate physics majors from colleges and universities across the US will participate in the 10-week program.

The participants will gain direct research experience by working in ongoing experimental or theoretical research programs in accelerator physics, biophysics, condensed matter physics, elementary particle and high energy physics, medical physics, and nuclear physics in projects supervised by Indiana University faculty and senior scientific staff. All students attend weekly seminars on current research in physics and will participate in professional development discussions and activities. At the completion of the Summer Program, each student will develop other means to share the results of their research (conference abstract or poster presentation, technical report, research article, etc).

Program Dates: 5/22-7/28
Location: Bloomington, IN

For more information on these and other NSF REU summer research positions*, please go to

https://www.nsf.gov/crssprgm/reu

*there are a limited number in non-science disciplines
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Center for Environmental Health (NCEH) and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) in Atlanta, Georgia, are accepting applications for their Collegiate Leaders in Environmental Health (CLEH) Summer Program.

Over the course of the summer, fellows will be exposed to a broad overview of environmental public health issues at the federal level. Fellows will participate in a comprehensive program including environmental health project assignments, interaction with federal officials and scientists, and visits to important environmental health sites in and around Atlanta. Other activities include "brown-bag" lunches with CDC staff, as well as attending lectures from prominent environmental health leaders in the Atlanta area. In addition, interns will be able to attend the many seminars offered by CDC during the summer. For examples of past CLEH internship projects, please review at https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/summerinternships/experience.htm.

Qualifications:

Must be a currently enrolled full-time undergraduate who will be a junior or senior in Fall 2017. Students graduating in Spring 2017 are not eligible.

Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale

Academic major or demonstrated coursework concentration in environmental studies; physical, biological, chemical and/or environmental health to also include emergency preparedness, environmental justice, sustainability, and/or global health environmental studies; environmental, physical, biological chemical and/or social sciences; applicants not majoring in one of these areas may be considered.

Ideal candidates would have extra-curricular activities or volunteer work that is related to the field of environmental health or the environment, including holding positions in these organizations or activities. Undergraduate students must show a dedication to environmental and/or health issues via their coursework or extracurricular activities.

National Council for Black Studies Essay Competition

ESSAY GUIDELINES:

1. Essays should focus on any aspects of the Africana experience, i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social issues, and policy issues.

2. The essay must be:
   - Typed in Microsoft Word software
   - 12-18 pages in length
   - Double-spaced with one inch margins-left to right and -top to bottom.
   - Students are asked to document sources with either MLA or the APA style guide.
   - A cover sheet is a must. On your cover sheet (separate from the rest of the essay) only include: your name, mailing address, telephone number, name of the college you attend, and your class status i.e., freshman, sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student and name of faculty advisor).

   DO NOT type your name on all pages. Reviewers must NOT have any identifying clues from your paper. DO NOT reveal your college or location of where you are based.

   Submit your essay to studentessay@ncbsonline.org

   Submission deadline is JANUARY 4, 2017

   For info: http://www.ncbsonline.org/college_student_essay_contest
The Sallie Bingham Center at Duke University is offering research travel grants of up to $1,000 for researchers whose work would benefit from access to the women's history collections held at the University's Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library. Anyone who wishes to use materials from the Bingham Center's collections for historical research related to the history of women, gender, and sexuality may apply, regardless of academic status may apply.

- All applicants must reside beyond a 100-mile radius of Durham, N.C., and may not be current Duke students or employees.
- Transportation expenses (including air, train or bus ticket charges; car rental; mileage using a personal vehicle; and parking fees), accommodations, and meals are eligible expenses.

Travel grants are paid as reimbursement upon completion of research travel after original receipts are submitted. For more information, go to http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/bingham/grants/

**First-Year Students:**
If you’re in a FYS and have done a research or creative project for the seminar, please ask your instructor to consider nominating your project for presentation at the second annual CAFÉ Symposium on Friday, February 3, 3017.

Faculty Nominations must be received by Dean Forrestal no later than 12/20/16.

For information regarding the event, check out the CAFÉ webpage and video… http://www.gettysburg.edu/about/offices/provost/student-scholarly-engagement/urca/cafe-symposium.dot

**Upcoming SSE Events & Deadlines**
- **1/26** Mellon Summer ‘16 Scholars Luncheon Presentations, CUB 260, 11:15am-1:00 pm
- **1/27** Goldwater Scholarship national deadline
- **1/31** Beinecke Scholarship institutional deadline
- **2/1** Celebration ‘17 online registration opens
- **2/3** CAFÉ Symposium CUB Ballroom, 4:30-6:00 Udall Scholarship institutional deadline
- **2/10** Kolbe Summer ‘17 Research Fellows, program application deadline

**Mary Lily Research Grants for Women’s History**

The Sallie Bingham Center at Duke University is offering research travel grants of up to $1,000 for researchers whose work would benefit from access to the women's history collections held at the University's Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library. Anyone who wishes to use materials from the Bingham Center's collections for historical research related to the history of women, gender, and sexuality may apply, regardless of academic status may apply.

- All applicants must reside beyond a 100-mile radius of Durham, N.C., and may not be current Duke students or employees.
- Transportation expenses (including air, train or bus ticket charges; car rental; mileage using a personal vehicle; and parking fees), accommodations, and meals are eligible expenses.

Travel grants are paid as reimbursement upon completion of research travel after original receipts are submitted. For more information, go to http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/bingham/grants/

**U.S. Department of State’s Pathways Internship Experience Program**

The Internship Experience Program (IEP) allows for non-temporary appointments that are expected to last the length of the academic program for which the intern is enrolled. IEP participants, while in the program, are eligible for noncompetitive promotions.

This program allows for noncompetitive conversion into the competitive service following successful completion of all program requirements. Veteran’s preference applies. So consider a Pathways internship with the U.S. Department of State, witnessing and participating in the formulation and implementation of U.S. foreign policy, working closely with the U.S. diplomats and Civil Service professionals who carry out America’s foreign policy initiatives.

Should you have any questions, please contact HRSC@state.gov.